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“Where Your Patronage Is Never Taken For Granted!”

It’s Stone Fruit
& Melon Time!
It must be July - I had a great Watermelon at the
fair. In the next couple of weeks, we expect other
Melon varieties to make the grade as well as
Heirloom Tomatoes. It seems like we’re pushing
water uphill this year. When we get to the top things
seem OK but getting there was a bear. It feels to me
like we lost a month somewhere.
Plantings were held up due to rains and then warm
weather at the wrong times. Then there are the
elections. Why not? We’ve blamed everything else!
If it’s possible the campaigning could affect crops can
you imagine what the outcome will do?
What’s up with Walmart? Call ahead pickup
orders? I read an article by Pamela Riemenschneider
in the Produce Retailer who said her experience was
favorable. I’m always amazed by the lengths the big
retailers will go to one-up the competition. I
remember the days of Web Van and cannot begin to
count the discussions we had asking “how is this
possible?” The bottom line was that it couldn’t be
done. But with IPOs anything is possible. Make the
money on the stock, lose it on the products, go broke
and walk away with 1.5 billion dollars. The big guys
see things differently. A thing like brand recognition
at whatever cost has a value. If one retailer starts
making deliveries then they all do. Not that it makes
a profit, but they will not be one-upped. As long as
the consumers are happy, it’s all good.

Reading the Produce tabloids this week, I was
amazed to see so many mergers and acquisitions. Not
that it’s happening but it seems like not all that long
ago, they weren’t here. The value added Produce
world has seen a lot of changes. Just a few years ago
it was us, an ornery team named Arkalian Brothers
and a couple others. Most of us started at home in the
kitchen, garage or the laundry with no science,
reference books or federal guidelines - just trial and
error. It was not about food safety at all, just about
trying to keep the Romaine from browning and last a
couple of days!
Temperature control was something we had to learn.

Washing was important when we saw dirt - but why
chlorine? Drying also seemed to be helpful. It became
apparent equipment needed to be invented as using
the home laundry to dry Cabbage caused domestic
problems.
Have we gotten better? Consider this: one of the first
folks to have success with chopped Romaine used a
floor cleaner which contained cyanide.

Steve Del Masso
President
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Root Vegetables – Growers in the Northwest
On The

MARKET

(Oregon and Washington) are gearing up to ease into
the Root market as the SoCal season winds down.

Artichoke$ –

The once abundant and famous
local Artichoke growing areas have made another
important step towards recovery. Offerings from
Watsonville, Castroville and Salinas are up and
prices are coming down!

Summer has arrived! The not too hot weather is
treating produce well.

Iceberg Lettuce –

The last few weeks of
consistent warm/hot weather has resulted in Salinas
Iceberg Lettuce improving in quality. Wholesale
prices have slightly declined.

Romaine, Red, Green & Butter
Lettuce – Romaine Lettuce is in for a bumpy ride.
Quality issues are showing up and prices will be
elevated for a few weeks. Red, Green & Butter
Lettuce prices remain stable.

White & Yellow Corn – The best Corn in the
world is now available on a daily basis shipped fresh
to us from Brentwood, Gilroy and Dixon. Not only is
it fabulous in quality but very reasonable to boot! I
prefer the white corn over yellow. Let us know what
you think on our facebook page.

Green Onions –

The 2016 California Green
Onion season is in complete disarray. We are still
using product grown in Mexico due to a whole hosts
of reasons. With this being said, pricing and supply is
excellent.

Red & Green Cabbage –

“Plentiful and
reasonable.” It’s that time of the year to enjoy your
favorite Slaw recipe and take it to a family BBQ.

Broccoli & Cauliflower –

has returned to
the favorable category. Pricing and quality is good.

Celery – It’s taken 8 months but Celery prices are
once again to where they should be. Being “Grown in
Salinas” and good weather had a little something to
do with it.

Carrots – Growers are seeing encouraging results
with each new harvest. Carrot sizing has increased
along with more carrots to harvest is bringing pricing
back closer to normal.

Red, Yellow & White Onions –

We are
getting in some beautiful Onions from various mini
growing areas in Central California. Prices have
stepped back a bit and quality of all colors is greatly
improved.

Sweet Onions –

I just brought in a couple of
lots of recently harvested Red and Yellow Sweet
Onions from Firebaugh and quality is excellent.

Russet Potatoes –

We are at the critical
month of the year, July, when the storage sheds seem
to empty much too rapidly. Pricing is on the rise in
hopes to slow down demand until the new season
begins in August. This is the time of year to switch up
some of your recipes to use one of the colored
varieties.
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Mangos – Mexico Mangos have greatly improved
in quality over the last month. They look beautiful
and delightful in taste.

Papayas –

Mexico Papayas are locked into a
steady supply mode for probably the month of July.
Hawaiian Papayas continue on their long and slow
comeback trail. Availability has improved and prices
have eased off some.

Strawberries & Stemberries –

The
Strawberry market has finally steadied. We are
seeing a consistent supply of solid red and sweet
eating Strawberries. Stemberries are around on a hit
and miss basis. This time of year the too hot weather
will be our only concern.

Potatoes of Color –

Bakersfield
grown spuds of color will be our primary source area
until Stockton’s harvest is ready around the middle
of the month. There is nothing better than a fresh
potato salad on a hot summer day.

Fingerling Potatoes –

Bakersfield is also the
growing area we are receiving all of our Fingerling
Potatoes from. All colors and varieties are plentiful.

Yams & Sweet Potatoes – Inventory levels
of Yams and Sweet Potatoes are starting to dwindle.
Married to the depletion of remaining stock is a
marked decline in quality. The race is now on to see
if there will be enough Yams and Sweet Potatoes
remaining to fulfill demands until the August harvest
begins.

Stone Fruit –

The 2016 California Stone Fruit
season is now here and in full glory. Local Cherries
have finished and now we are receiving shipments
from the Northwest. The first round of Apricots are
done and now we are waiting upon the 2nd go round.
Waves of perfect and lusciously juicy Peaches,
Nectarines and Plums are softly settling onto the
market.

Apples & Pears – Selection is very limited for
all Apples and Pears. The first of the two fruit to
arrive will be Pears and that should happen around
the middle of the month. The first ripe and edible
Pear will probably be the Red variety.

Blueberries & Blackberries – California
Blackberries are plentiful and wonderful. Even
though we are still seeing an occasional offering from
Mexico we always support local growers first.
The California Blueberry season is over and now we
buying the best of the best from Oregon, Washington
or Canada.

Raspberries –

Local grown Raspberries will
be our preference of source for the next couple of
months. The top quality is coming from Oxnard.

Figs –

The first pick of Figs were mightily
expensive. Hopefully we will see prices come off with
the soon-to-arrive 2nd pick.

MIKE
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Round & Roma TOMATOES –
Roma Tomato supply remains strong, which
means steady prices.
The 2016 Round Tomato season has moved up
the state, with Merced now ground zero for fresh
California grown Tomatoes.
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Red, Yellow, Orange, & Green Bell
Peppers – Bell Peppers are abundant and of
high quality. We are sourcing the majority of our
bells from Fresno. The season started off well
and continues to be a good one.

CUKES – Cucumber supply will be tight in
July and then morph into a glut as the page is
turned to August.

SQUASH – For part of the month we will be
the benefactors of two highly prolific Squash
growing areas, Fresno and Santa Maria.
Wholesale prices are now very competitive and
represent a highly promotable item. Quality is
stellar!

EGGPLANT – Fresno is back but not quite
at full speed. We consider this to be #1 growing
region for this fruit. Pricing is a bit firm but quality
is great already.

BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS –
Dwelley Farms out of Brentwood are now our
primary supplier for Green Blue Lake Green
Beans.

MELONS – The arrival of Melons “grown in
Turlock” trumpets the start of the best weeks of
the year for enjoying the world’s No.1 tasting
Melons. Cantaloupe and Honeydew quality is
outstanding.
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Cello-Pack, Spring Mix & Baby Leaf –
Good weather has eliminated all the
shortcomings we have been dealing with over
the last two months. All Spring Mixes and
Baby Leaf varieties are beautiful.

ASPARAGUS – The drawn out California
“Grass” season is finally running its course.
We are seeing a decent supply coming out of
Mexico. Prices should remain stable.

Heirloom

Tomatoes

–

Numerous
growers are now shipping the best of their
early varieties. We will see a significant
increase in supply over the next 30 days.

Wild Mushrooms –

VARIETAL MELONS – The glorious
and oh too short Varietal Melon season is
upon us. What makes this time of year so
special is that every 7-10 days we get to enjoy
another outstanding and unique variety. Now
available are the Orange Flesh Honeydew,
Galia, Crenshaw and Casaba Melons. As has
been in the past, we offer a “Mixed Melon
Box” that consists of a selection of the
highest quality Melons currently on the
market.

Varietal Tomatoes

(small)

– We just

got in some early offerings from local
growers. Availability will continue to improve
until the season begins to peak in mid
August.

The selection is slim but we do have a few
options. Yellow Chanterelles, Morels and
King Oyster varieties are arriving to the
market. Please remember the Chef’s Sampler
is always an option.

Japanese/Italian/Chinese Eggplant –
The local season is up and running and
quality is spot on. Fresno will be at full
production levels soon..
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Nap Thyme
Nap Galvezzzzzzzz

Zz

Cutting Edge
O-rganics®
………. solely about organically grown produce.

O-Root news – O-Carrots are back up to
normal size and prices are steady.
Chioggia, Gold and Red O-Beets remain
plentiful and reasonable.
O-Broccoli and O-Cauliflower – Supply for
both items are positioned to improve. July
should be a good month.
Red and Yellow O-Bell Peppers – Plentiful
and still making the long ride up from
Mexico. The California season for Organic
Bell Peppers has begun. First up will be
Green O-Bells and then shortly thereafter
Red and Yellow O-Bells will follow. Local
product will come from Salinas and
Watsonville.

HERBS – Not much has changed from last
month. All Herbs are fresh, highly pungent
and locally grown. The highest quality Basil
in the U.S. is grown by Ratto Brothers Farms
in nearby Modesto.

Romaine Hearts – are showing good
color and good quality.

ORANGES – We will be exclusively using
Valencia Oranges for the next few months.
Yes, there will be seeds.

Locally grown Red and Yellow O-Onions
are looking really nice. Supplies are good
and pricing is good.
Hopefully by month’s end we will see the
return of the O-Butternut. We have a good
prospect that by the third week of July we
will receive our first shipments. Don’t get
me wrong, we may still have to wait until
August like most years.
Organic Meyer Lemons are scarce but
locally grown and available. They may be
pricey but they are far better value than
product flown in from New Zealand.

LEMONS – The L2 growing region has
run its course and we are now backfilling with
Lemons from Chile. This will be the norm
until September.
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LIMES – Bigger sizes are still hard to come
by. Smaller sizes are available and there are
deals to be had.

WATERMELONS

–

Bakersfield
Watermelons are terrific in flavor, color and
sugar content. It’s time to promote and enjoy
Watermelons; just in time for the holiday.

SNAP PEAS – Quality and prices are
about where they normally are at this time of
year. Quality and pricing will improve as the
season rolls along.

Ruby Grapefruit –

California Grapefruit
are plentiful and the season will soldier on for
another month or so.

HARD SHELL SQUASH – Mexico’s
Hard Shell Squash season will soon be
finishing up. SoCal growers are preparing to
fill in the supply void.

Chili Peppers – July is a month when
more locally grown Chili Peppers will be
available. As always, I will be highly selective
on which lots get my nod. If local grown
product doesn’t measures up with what is
coming in from Mexico, we will stay with
Mexico Grown.

GRAPES – The transition to Arvin was a
success. Quality is improving but sizing is
smaller than we’d desire. July is the month
when we will see additional varieties like
Globe, Black, Muscat and Champagne
Grapes.

AVOCADOS – Prices remain firm in part
to heavy demand. Mexico’s Avocado season
will be starting back up in August. Until then
we will stick firmly with CA Grown.
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TRIVIA WINNERS

The answers to last month’s trivia were:
B) An Orange Slice & A) Veal
This year the average American will eat 60 Hot
Dogs. Some will smother them in Ketchup and
Mustard; others will drown them in Chili and
Cheese. Whether we eat them at the ballpark, a
picnic, or under the fireworks on the 4th of July, Hot
Dogs are synonymous with summer and can
transport us back to simpler times and sunnier skies.
You can grill them, boil them, steam them, or fry
them. Hot Dogs are always gonna be a part of
Americana.

If you’re watching “The Godfather” movies and
you see an Orange, watch out! Besides Vito dying
with one in his mouth he buys a couple and then
knocks over a display of Oranges when he is shot.
In the second film, Johnny Ola gives Michael a
Florida Orange from his friend, Hyman Roth. Also
Fanucci picks an Orange from a street cart and soon
is shot by Vito. These are just a few examples so
keep an eye out for Oranges next time you watch!
Solozzo tells him it’s the best in the city (Veal).

Let’s get to the Trivia!

Congratulations to our winners:
Jennifer @ Miralia Catering, Eva @ Millie’s
Kitchen, Martha @ Executive Inn, Patti @
Marina Liquor & Deli, Joanne @ Spike’s
Produce, Morte @ Mama’s Royal, and Grady @
Coffee Time.

1)
A controversy erupted at the 2003 Nathan’s
Hot Dog eating contest when what former NFL
player nicknamed “The Refrigerator” was allowed
to compete?
A) Dick Butkus
B) Mike Ditka
C) William Perry

2) The winner of the Nathan’s Hot Dog eating
contest takes home what Belt?
A) Mustard Belt
B) Ketchup Belt
C) Relish Belt
Fax or email me with the answers and win a great
prize. Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com

July celebrity birthdays:
Pamela Anderson
1st
Tom Cruise
3rd
Tom Hanks
9th
Selena Gomez
22nd
Jennifer Lopez
24th

49
54
60
24
47

“Baywatch”
“Top Gun”
“Splash”
“Pop Singer”
“Anaconda”

BAY CITIES PRODUCE CO.
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San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 346-4943
FAX (510) 352-4704
www.baycitiesproduce.com

